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In plants, specialized epidermal cells are arranged in semiordered patterns. In grasses such as maize, stomata and other
specialized cell types differentiate in linear patterns within the leaf epidermis. A variety of mechanisms have been proposed
to direct patterns of epidermal cell differentiation. One class of models proposes that patterns of cellular differentiation
depend on the lineage relationships among epidermal cells. Another class of models proposes that epidermal patterning
depends on positional information rather than lineage relationships. In the dicot epidermis, cell lineage is an important
factor in the patterning of stomata, but not trichomes. In this study, the role of cell lineage in the linear patterning of
stomata and bulliform cells in the maize leaf epidermis is investigated. Clones of epidermal cells in juvenile leaves were
marked by excision of dSpm from gl15-m and in adult leaves by excision of Ds2 from bz2-m. These clones were analyzed
n relation to patterns of stomata and bulliform cells, testing specific predictions of clonal origin hypotheses for the
atterning of these cell types. We found that the great majority of clones analyzed failed to satisfy these predictions. Our
esults clearly show that lineage does not account for the linear patterning of stomata and bulliform cells, implying that
ositional information must direct the differentiation patterns of these cell types in maize. © 1999 Academic Press
Key Words: stomata; bulliform cells; maize leaf development; cell patterning.
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1INTRODUCTION
Multicellular plant organs are composed of distinct, func-
tionally specialized cell types configured to allow each
organ to carry out its functions. In the epidermal layers of
leaves and other photosynthetic tissues of the shoot, ordi-
nary epidermal cells are interspersed with stomata and
trichomes, and in some species, additional specialized epi-
dermal cell types are formed (Esau, 1977). A characteristic
of epidermal development is that specialized cell types arise
in a nonrandom arrangement, though the pattern and de-
gree of order vary widely depending on the cell type and
species. In dicots, the arrangement of stomata in the leaf
epidermis is not highly ordered, but directly adjacent sto-
mata are found less often than expected by chance (Sachs,
1978, 1991). In monocots, stomata are often arranged in
linear chains in which they alternate with ordinary epider-
mal cells within a single cell file (Rasmussen, 1986; Charl-
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646on, 1988, 1990; Croxdale et al., 1992). Linear chains of
tomata are particularly long in the leaf epidermis of grasses
uch as maize, as illustrated in Fig. 1A (see arrows marked
SC”). The pattern of stomata in a given species presum-
bly balances the need for gas exchange for photosynthesis
gainst moisture loss via transpiration through open stoma-
al pores.
A variety of mechanisms have been proposed to contrib-
te to stomatal patterning (reviewed by Sachs, 1991; Syl-
ester et al., 1996; Larkin et al., 1997). Stomatal develop-
ent in dicots begins with an asymmetric cell division in
hich the smaller of two daughter cells (a stomatal initial)
irectly or indirectly gives rise to a guard cell pair. For some
icots, it has been clearly demonstrated that the nonran-
om arrangement of stomata in the leaf epidermis results
rom the pattern of cell divisions following the initial
symmetric division. In pea, for example, stomatal initials
hemselves arise at random locations, but often divide
urther to produce one or more nonstomatal cells before
nally producing a guard cell pair (Sachs, 1978; Kagan et al.,
992). Each stoma in the pea epidermis thus belongs to a
lonal unit consisting of a guard cell pair and one or more
anking, nonstomatal cells that ensure a minimum dis-
0012-1606/99 $30.00
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647Epidermal Patterning in Maizetance between adjacent stomata. These studies have firmly
established a role for lineage in stomatal patterning in
dicots, but cell–cell interactions also appear to play a role
(Sachs, 1994).
As illustrated in Fig. 1B for maize, stomatal development
in monocots is also initiated with an asymmetric cell
division, producing a small stomatal initial as the apical
daughter (closer to the leaf tip) and a larger interstomatal
FIG. 1. Arrangement of stomata and bulliform cells in the maize
leaf blade. (A) Adaxial surface of toluidine blue O-stained adult
maize leaf blade, showing stomatal chains (SC) and bulliform strips
(BS). Veins can be seen in as dark traces alternating with stomatal
chains. Scale bar, 100 mm. (B) Schematic illustration of cell divi-
ions leading to the formation of stomatal chains.cell as the basal daughter (closer to the leaf base) in the
same cell file. Subsequent divisions result in the formation
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightf guard cells and their subsidiaries, but these divisions
ave no impact on the final arrangement of stomata relative
o each other. Thus, a linear chain of stomata is produced
hen each cell in a file divides asymmetrically to produce
stomatal initial and an interstomatal cell. To understand
tomatal patterning in monocots, we must consider how a
eries of adjacent cells in an epidermal cell file is specified
o undergo asymmetric divisions forming stomatal initials,
hile other epidermal cells are not.
Lineage has also been proposed to play a role in the linear
atterning of stomata in monocots, albeit a different one
rom that described above for dicots. Charlton (1990) pro-
osed that whether an epidermal cell divides asymmetri-
ally to produce a stomatal initial might depend on its cell
ycle stage upon entry into a “formative zone” located near
he base of the monocot leaf. He further proposed that
lonally related cells within a single file (all descended from
common precursor by a series of transverse divisions)
ould tend to remain synchronized with respect to the cell
ycle. According to this idea, linear clones of cells entering
he formative zone that remain well synchronized would
enerally produce stomatal initials in an all-or-none fash-
on, possibly explaining the linear chains of stomata in
onocot leaves. This hypothesis has been further advanced
y Chin et al. (1995), who showed that, as predicted by this
ypothesis, all stomata within a linear chain appear to be
evelopmentally synchronized during Tradescantia leaf de-
elopment.
A central prediction of any lineage-based mechanism for
tomatal patterning in monocots is that stomata within a
inear chain should be more closely related to each other
han they are to other epidermal cells. We tested this
rediction in maize using clonal analysis. Clones of cells in
he maize leaf epidermis were marked by excision of
ransposable elements from mutable alleles for two differ-
nt epidermal marker mutations, gl15 and bz2. Analysis of
ector boundaries in relation to stomatal pattern clearly
howed that stomata in linear chains are not necessarily
ore closely related to each other than they are to other
ells. Further analysis of epidermal clones showed that
ulliform cells within linear strips likewise do not neces-
arily share recent common ancestry. These results imply
hat positional information of some kind must be respon-
ible for the linear patterning of stomata and bulliform cells
n maize.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation of gl15-m1 Sectors for Analysis
A stock containing gl15-m1 and Spm was obtained from Steve
Moose and Paul Sisco (North Carolina State University, Raleigh,
NC) (described in Moose and Sisco, 1994, 1996). These plants were
grown in a greenhouse until the first five leaves were fully exposed.
Waxless, mutant leaves 3, 4, and 5 containing waxy sectors
indicative of excision of dSpm from gl15-m1 were prepared for
analysis as follows. The abaxial surfaces of sectored leaves were
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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648 Hernandez, Passas, and Smithgently abraded with a slurry of silica in water, then soaked in 95%
ethanol for approximately 3 days with daily changes of ethanol to
remove chlorophyll. Leaves were then rinsed in water and soaked
for 12 h in 1 N NaOH to extract cell contents. Following a water
rinse, leaves were then fixed in 3 parts 95% ethanol to 1 part glacial
acetic acid (Farmer’s Fix) and stored in Farmer’s fix at room
temperature. Prior to sector analysis, leaves were rinsed in water
and stained in dilute toluidine blue O (0.03% in H2O) for several
ays at 4°C to obtain uniform staining. Midribs were removed and
eaf halves were mounted (adaxial side down) in water on 150-mm
etri plates under coverslips. Sectors were viewed on a Zeiss SV11
tereomicroscope with a 2.53 objective (Zeiss, Thornwood, NY)
nd photographed with Fuji ASA200 Super HGV film. When
ectors larger than the microscope field were photographed, over-
apping photographs were taken and used to reconstruct the sector.
ector boundaries and individual stomata could be clearly seen in
hese photographs.
Preparation of bz2-m Sectors for Analysis
A stock containing bz2-m, Ac11, and all genes necessary for leaf
igmentation, including B and Pl, was obtained from Kelly Dawe
(University of Georgia, Athens, GA) (described in Dawe and Free-
ling, 1990). Plants were grown to maturity in the field during the
summer months near Raleigh, North Carolina. Adult leaves with
macroscopically visible, purple sectors indicative of excision of Ds
from bz2-m were collected, kept moist, and stored at 4°C for up to
1 week. To aid in the analysis of stomatal pattern, impressions
were made of sectored leaf surfaces on microscope slides in Quick
Tite cyanoacrylate glue (Loctite Corp., Rocky Hill, CT). Before
leaves were removed from the glue, sector outlines were drawn
with a fine-tipped marking pen on the opposite surface of the slide
to help locate the sector in the impression. After these impressions
were made, sectored areas of leaves were mounted in water (abaxial
side down) on microscope slides under coverslips. Sectors were
viewed on a Nikon Optiphot microscope with a 43 objective under
bright-field conditions and photographed with Fuji ASA200 Super
HGV film. When sectors larger than the microscope field were
photographed, overlapping photographs were taken and used to
reconstruct the sector. These photographs were then compared
with the corresponding glue impressions as needed to determine
the locations of stomata relative to sector boundaries.
Analysis of Stomatal Chains
For the purposes of this analysis, a stomatal chain was strictly
defined as a linear series of stomata fully contained within a single,
longitudinal cell file, in which each stoma was separated from the
next by a single interstomatal cell. Thus, stomata within a single
cell file separated by two interstomatal cells were not considered
part of the same chain. When chain lengths were counted, only
interstomatal cells were counted. Thus, a chain in which 10
stomata were interspersed with 9 interstomatal cells would be
counted as 9 cells long. Because each stoma/interstomatal cell pair
is approximately equal in length to 1 ordinary epidermal cell in a
nonstomatal file, this approach allowed us to directly compare
stomatal chain lengths and overall sector lengths.
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightRESULTS
Clonal Analysis of Stomatal Patterning
in Juvenile Leaves
To investigate the role of cell lineage in stomatal pattern-
ing by means of clonal analysis, a tool was needed for
marking clones in the maize leaf epidermis that would
allow most or all epidermal cells to be scored. For this
purpose, a mutable allele of gl15 (gl15-m1), which contains
a defective Spm (dSpm) transposable element inserted into
the first exon of the Gl15 gene, was obtained (Moose and
Sisco, 1996). Gl15 controls the transition from juvenile to
adult leaf epidermal traits during shoot development in
maize (Evans et al., 1994; Moose and Sisco, 1994). In
wild-type plants, the juvenile leaf epidermis has several
characteristics that distinguish it from the adult leaf epi-
dermis (Poethig, 1990). One of these is that nonspecialized
epidermal cells of juvenile leaf blades stain purple with
toluidine blue O (TBO); in adult leaf blades they stain aqua
blue. In gl15 mutants, the transition from juvenile to adult
leaf epidermal traits occurs prematurely, in the second leaf
instead of the sixth or seventh. Thus, the epidermis of
leaves 3 to 5 in gl15-m1 plants displays adult characteris-
tics, but in the presence of Spm, sectors with juvenile
characteristics are produced. Molecular analysis has con-
firmed that these are revertant sectors resulting from exci-
sion of dSpm from gl15-m1 (S. Moose, personal communi-
cation). Consistent with the finding that the Gl15 gene
encodes a putative transcription factor (Moose and Sisco,
1996), the gene appears to act cell autonomously such that
the boundaries of these revertant sectors can be distin-
guished at single-cell resolution. Several revertant sectors
of purple-staining juvenile cells in otherwise adult epider-
mises of gl15-m1 leaves are illustrated in Fig. 2. To avoid
confusion between purple-staining revertant sectors and
purple-staining bulliform cells in the adaxial epidermis,
only the abaxial epidermis was analyzed.
If each chain of stomata alternating with nonstomatal
cells represents a clone that arose from a single cell by a
series of transverse divisions, we can make specific predic-
tions about the relationship between Gl151-marked clones
nd epidermal cell patterns. The first prediction is that
ingle-cell-wide sectors (derived from the “sector founder
ell” by exclusively transverse divisions) should have a
imilar distribution of lengths compared to stomatal
hains. The distribution of stomatal chain lengths in
l15-m1 leaves 3 to 5 is shown in Fig. 3A. Of 185 chains
cored, the average length was 22 cells. In Fig. 3B, the
engths of 89 purple sectors in gl15-m1 leaves are plotted in
relation to sector widths. Among these sectors, only one
was 1 cell wide (this sector contained 3 cells); the remainder
were 2 to 14 cells wide. The average length of the sectors
examined was 24 cells. All sectors 20 to 25 cells long
(similar to the average length of stomatal strings) were at
least 3 cells wide. These observations show that, contrary
to the prediction outlined above, multicellular clones in the
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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649Epidermal Patterning in Maizejuvenile maize leaf epidermis are rarely formed through a
series of exclusively transverse divisions.
If stomata in a continuous chain have a clonal origin,
further predictions can be made concerning the relation-
ships between sector boundaries and stomatal chains.
FIG. 2. Examples of clonal sectors marked by excision of dSpm fr
toluidine blue O: sectors are composed of distinct, purple-staining e
to chains that overlap with the sector shown, extending beyond i
rediction A: one end of a relatively large sector containing multipl
B and C) Typical violations of predictions B and C: sectors that co
nd are more than one cell wide. (D) The only sector that fulfilled
hain. (E) Example of a sector that conforms to the lateral boundarie
hain without crossing it. However, this sector violates prediction
F) Example of a sector violating the lateral boundaries prediction. W
ector cross stomatal chains.These predictions require consideration of the timing of
transposon excision relative to formation of the putative
o
s
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightchain founder cell.” As illustrated in Fig. 4A, if dSpm
xcises from gl15-m1 prior to formation of the chain
ounder cell, then a relatively large sector will form whose
oundaries may extend beyond those of the stomatal chain
n both length and width. However, if the chain has a clonal
l15-m1 leaves 3 to 5 (abaxial surface) as revealed by staining with
rmal cells. In each image, white arrows point to stomata belonging
ne end. Bar in A, 100 mm for (A) to (F). (A) A typical violation of
matal chains, one of which continues beyond the end of the sector.
a single stomatal chain continuing beyond the sector at one end
iction C: a one-cell-wide sector fully contained within a stomatal
iction: the lateral boundary of the sector coincides with a stomatal
cause the stomatal chain continues beyond one end of the sector.
arrowheads point to locations where the lateral boundaries of thisom g
pide
t at o
e sto
ntain
pred
s pred
B berigin, then it should be completely contained within the
ector. In fact, sectors of this type may contain several
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
650 Hernandez, Passas, and SmithFIG. 3. Comparison of stomatal string lengths and sector sizes in juvenile leaves. (A) Number of stomatal chains of various lengths in
gl15-m1 leaf blades 3 to 5 (see Materials and Methods for further information on the definition of stomatal chains and determination of
chain lengths). (B) For each clonal sector analyzed in gl15-m1 leaf blades 3 to 5, sector width is plotted as a function of sector length.
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rights of reproduction in any form reserved.
651Epidermal Patterning in Maizestomatal chains, but a clonal origin hypothesis predicts that
all chains in the sector will be completely contained within
it. We called this prediction A. As illustrated in Fig. 4B, if
transposon excision from gl15-m1 occurs in the chain
founder cell, then the resulting sector should be one cell
wide and the same length as the stomatal chain. In other
words, the sector should precisely coincide with the stoma-
tal chain. We called this prediction B. Finally, if the trans-
poson excises from gl15-m1 later in development, in one of
the descendants of a chain founder cell, then the resulting
sector may be shorter than the corresponding stomatal
chain. However, if stomatal chains have a clonal origin,
such sectors should also be one cell wide and should be
completely contained within the stomatal chain. We called
this prediction C.
FIG. 4. Schematic illustration of three predictions of a clonal
origin hypothesis for stomatal chains. Shading indicates expression
of the marker gene resulting from transposon excision. Hypotheti-
cal stomatal chain founder cells and their descendants are filled
with diagonal lines. Each X indicates a stoma. (A) If transposon
excision from the marker gene occurs prior to the formation of a
putative chain founder cell, then the resulting clonal sector may be
longer and wider than the stomatal chain, but the chain should be
fully contained within the sector. (B) If transposon excision from
the marker gene occurs in the putative chain founder cell, then the
resulting clonal sector should be one cell wide and coincident with
the stomatal chain. (C) If transposon excision from the marker gene
occurs after formation of a putative chain founder cell (in one of its
descendants), then the resulting clonal sector should be one cell
wide and fully contained within the stomatal chain.Eighty-nine sectors marked by excision of dSpm from
gl15-m1 in leaves 3 to 5 (containing at least one stoma) were
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightanalyzed as to how well they conformed to these three
predictions; several of these sectors or portions of them are
illustrated in Fig. 2. Eighty-eight of eighty-nine sectors
examined failed to fulfill all three predictions of a clonal
origin hypothesis for stomatal patterning. None of the 89
sectors fulfilled predictions A or B; one fulfilled prediction
C. All sectors containing more than one stomatal chain
violated prediction A because at least one of the chains was
not fully contained within the sector. An example is illus-
trated in Fig. 2A. This nine-cell-wide sector overlaps with
five stomatal chains in the illustrated portion; one of these
continues beyond the end of the sector (see stomata marked
by white arrows). Most sectors containing a single stomatal
chain violated predictions B and C because the chain
continued beyond the end of the sector at one or both ends
and the sector was more than one cell wide, as illustrated by
the examples shown in Figs. 2B, 2C, and 2E (white arrows
point to stomata belonging to chains that continue past the
end of the sector in each case). The single sector that
fulfilled prediction C is illustrated in Fig. 2D: it is one cell
wide and is fully contained within a stomatal chain.
We also examined the lateral boundaries of clonal sectors
in relation to stomatal pattern. Following the same logic
that led to predictions A to C, above, we can also predict
that if stomatal chains are clonally derived, they should not
cross the lateral boundaries of clonal sectors. Conversely,
lateral boundaries of clonal sectors should not cross stoma-
tal chains. Eighty-three of eighty-nine sectors analyzed had
a stomatal chain coinciding with a lateral sector boundary,
thus allowing us to evaluate this prediction. Thirty of
eighty-three sectors fulfilled this prediction: the stomatal
chain and lateral sector boundary did not cross. Examples of
such sectors are illustrated in Figs. 2B and 2E; note that
these sectors violate other predictions of a clonal origin
model for stomatal patterning, as pointed out earlier. Fifty-
three of eighty-three sectors examined violated the predic-
tion that lateral sector boundaries and stomatal chains
should not cross. An example of one such sector is illus-
trated in Fig. 2F; white arrowheads point to locations where
the sector boundary zigzags across the stomatal chain.
Sectors such as this one violating the lateral boundaries
prediction clearly illustrate that stomata within a single
chain may be more closely related to nonspecialized epider-
mal cells nearby than they are to other stomata belonging to
the same chain.
Clonal Analysis of Stomatal Patterning
in Adult Leaves
Our analysis of clonal sectors in juvenile leaves marked
by excision of dSpm from gl15-m1 showed that these
sectors rarely conform to predictions of a clonal origin
model for stomatal patterning in the maize leaf epidermis.
To extend this analysis further, another marker, which
permitted analysis of clonal sectors in adult leaves, was
employed. Compared to juvenile leaves, adult leaves are
much larger and have a higher length:width ratio. Growth
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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652 Hernandez, Passas, and Smithof adult leaves is presumably accompanied by a higher
overall proportion of transverse cell divisions relative to
longitudinal, which could produce longer single-cell-wide
sectors than those in juvenile leaves. We wondered if
stomatal chains might conform better to the predictions of
a clonal origin hypothesis in adult leaves.
To answer this question, anthocyanin-marked clonal
sectors were examined in adult leaves. In plants containing
all other genes required for anthocyanin accumulation in
leaves (including the regulatory genes B and Pl), most Bz21
epidermal cells in the leaf blade accumulate anthocyanin
while bz22 cells do not. The bz2-m allele contains a Ds2
insertion in the first exon of the gene (Theres et al., 1987;
Nash et al., 1990); in the presence of Ac11, sectors of purple
ells are formed in otherwise green tissues of the shoot due
o excision of Ds2 from bz2-m (Dawe and Freeling, 1990).
The Bz2 gene encodes a glutathione S-transferase thought
to transport anthocyanin into the vacuole (Marrs et al.,
1995; Alfenito et al., 1998). In bz22 kernels, Bz21 revertant
sectors are surrounded by halos of weakly pigmented cells,
indicating some degree of non-cell-autonomy in Bz2 func-
tion in the aleurone (Alfenito et al., 1998). In contrast, we
found that Bz2 appears to function cell autonomously in
the leaf epidermis. As illustrated by the examples shown in
Fig. 5, boundaries of Bz21 revertant sectors in the leaf blade
re very sharp and can be readily distinguished at single-cell
esolution. As described earlier for clonal sectors in juvenile
eaves, anthocyanin-marked sectors in the adult leaf blade
pidermis were analyzed to investigate the predictions of a
lonal origin hypothesis for stomatal patterning.
The distribution of lengths for 140 stomatal chains ex-
mined in bz2-m adult leaves is illustrated in Fig. 6A. The
verage length of stomatal chains is 27 cells, somewhat
igher than that in juvenile leaves (22 cells), reflecting a
ower frequency of chains fewer than 10 cells long and a
igher frequency of chains over 50 cells long. The lengths of
0 anthocyanin-marked sectors containing at least one
toma in bz2-m leaves are plotted relative to sector widths
n Fig. 6B. Consistent with our predictions for adult leaves,
ore 1-cell-wide sectors were found, and all four of them
ere longer (4, 9, 19, and 25 cells long) than the one
dentified in a gl15-m1 juvenile leaf (3 cells long). However,
ll four of these 1-cell-wide sectors were still shorter than
he average length of stomatal chains (27 cells); sectors of 27
r more cells in length were always 2 or more cells wide.
hese findings are contradictory to the prediction outlined
arlier that if stomatal chains have a clonal origin, their
engths should be similar to those of 1-cell-wide sectors.
The anthocyanin-marked sectors in bz2-m adult leaves
ere then analyzed to determine how many fulfilled predic-
ions A, B, and C arising from a clonal origin model for
tomatal patterning, as outlined in Fig. 4. As for clonal sectors
n gl15-m1 juvenile leaves, most sectors analyzed (42 of 50)
iolated all three predictions and for the same reasons. Five of
fty sectors fulfilled prediction A, that a sector may be more
han one cell wide and may contain more than one stomatal
hain, but all chains should be fully contained within the
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightector. However, most sectors containing multiple stomatal
hains violated prediction A because at least one of these
hains continued beyond the end of the sector. In the example
hown in Fig. 5A, black arrows point to locations of stomata in
chain that continues beyond the end of this sector. One
ector fulfilled prediction C by being one cell wide and fully
ontained within a stomatal chain, as illustrated in Fig. 5B.
wo sectors fulfilled prediction B by coinciding exactly with a
tomatal chain, as illustrated by the example in Fig. 5C.
owever, most sectors containing a single stomatal chain
iolated predictions B and C by being more than one cell wide
nd overlapping with a stomatal chain that continued past the
nd of the sector, as illustrated by the example in Fig. 5D
black arrows point to locations of stomata in a chain that
ontinues beyond the end of this sector).
Anthocyanin-marked clonal sectors could not be used to
nalyze the lateral boundaries prediction arising from a clonal
rigin model, which states that when a stomatal chain and a
ateral sector boundary coincide, they should not cross each
ther. One reason for this is that within the purple sectors, not
very cell was strongly pigmented (see examples in Figs. 7A
nd 7C). At low magnification, the outline of each sector was
ery clear, so we could be certain that most nonpigmented or
eakly pigmented cells within the overall boundaries of the
ector actually belonged to it. However, for any one unpig-
ented cell on edge of the sector, we could not be completely
ertain whether it belonged to the sector, a crucial distinction
or the lateral boundary analysis. This problem did not signifi-
antly interfere with the analysis for predictions A, B, and C
ecause stomatal chains typically extended so far beyond the
nd of the sector that there was no uncertainty in determining
hat these chains were not fully contained within the sector.
A second problem prohibiting use of anthocyanin-marked
ectors for testing the lateral boundaries prediction was that
he infrequent, relatively large sectors analyzed were often
urrounded by a high frequency of isolated, pigmented cells
nd very small sectors, presumably resulting from indepen-
ent excisions of Ds from bz2-m late in leaf development,
hortly before or after the cessation of cell division (Figs. 5A
nd 5D). This caused uncertainty as to whether any one
igmented cell on the lateral boundary of a larger sector
elonged to that sector or arose from an independent excision
vent. This problem did not have a major impact on the
nalysis for predictions A, B, and C, because although we may
ave misidentified a few pigmented cells at sector ends as
embers of that sector, this would have very little impact on
he overall outcome of our analysis. For sectors more than one
ell wide (46 of 50 analyzed), such misidentification could
esult in an overestimate of the proportion of sectors fulfilling
rediction C, but our finding was that the vast majority of
ectors failed to fulfill this prediction anyway.
Clonal Analysis of Bulliform Cell Patterning
in Adult LeavesAnother specialized cell type in the maize leaf epidermis
that differentiates in a linear pattern is the bulliform cell,
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightwhich forms only on the adaxial epidermis of the adult leaf
blade. The outer epidermal walls of these cells have the
ability to contract in width when the leaf is dehydrated,
which is thought to promote the leaf-rolling response to
moisture loss exhibited by grasses that may help reduce
further loss of moisture (Esau, 1977; Moulia, 1994). Bulli-
form cells differentiate in extremely long, linear strips that
are usually three or four cells wide (see two examples
pointed out in Fig. 1A by arrows marked “BS”). To our
knowledge, the patterning of bulliform differentiation has
not been previously studied. We took the opportunity to
examine the spatial relationship between anthocyanin-
marked sectors and bulliform strips to investigate whether
lineage may contribute to the patterning of bulliform cells
in the adult leaf epidermis. A possible clonal hypothesis to
account for the pattern of bulliform cell differentiation is
that at an early stage of leaf development, a cell file
becomes specified to produce bulliform cells, and cells of
this file subsequently divide longitudinally (and perhaps
transversely as well) to produce three- to four-cell-wide
strips of bulliform cells. This hypothesis clearly predicts
that cells within a bulliform strip should be more closely
related to other members of same strip than to nonbulli-
form cells nearby.
Using the same logic applied to analysis of stomatal
patterning, we examined anthocyanin-marked sectors in
adult bz2-m leaves to determine if the predictions of this
hypothesis are fulfilled. If Ds2 excision from bz2-m occurs
prior to the specification of a file of epidermal cells as
bulliform precursors, then a sector that is wider than the
bulliform strip may form, but the bulliform strip should be
fully contained in its width dimension within this sector. If
Ds2 excision from bz2-m occurs in a hypothetical bulliform
precursor cell at or after the stage at which it becomes
specified, then the resulting sector should coincide with or
be fully contained within the lateral boundaries of the
resulting bulliform strip. If bulliform strips form through
the proliferation of committed precursors, then clonal sec-
tors that bisect a bulliform strip and encompass nonbulli-
form cells nearby should never form.
These predictions were evaluated for 20 anthocyanin-
marked sectors containing bulliform cells. Eight of twenty
fulfilled the prediction of the hypothesis that a clonal sector
may extend beyond the lateral boundaries of the bulliform
100 mm for (A) to (D). (A) A typical violation of prediction A: the
llustrated portion of this sector overlaps with multiple stomatal
hains, one of which continues beyond the end of the sector. (B)
xample of the only sector fulfilling prediction C: this sector is one
ell wide and is fully contained within a stomatal chain. (C)
xample of a sector fulfilling prediction B: this sector exactly
oincides with a stomatal chain. (D) Example of how most sectors
iolated predictions B and C: the large sector shown overlaps withFIG. 5. Anthocyanin-marked clonal sectors in the adult leaf blade
epidermis (adaxial side) resulting from excision of Ds from bz2-m.
Glue impressions of the epidermis were used to determine the
location of stomata outside of the sectors, which are difficult to
visualize in these images (see Materials and Methods). In (A) andsingle stomatal chain that continues beyond one end of the sector
nd is more than one cell wide.
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FIG. 6. Comparison of stomatal string lengths and sector sizes in a
adult leaf blades (see Materials and Methods for further informa
lengths). (B) For each clonal sector analyzed in bz2-m adult leaf bldimension within the sector. An example of one such sector
is illustrated in Fig. 7A: black arrows indicate the edges of a
m
a
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightulliform strip fully contained within an anthocyanin-
leaves. (A) Number of stomatal chains of various lengths in bz2-m
on the definition of stomatal chains and determination of chain
sector width is plotted as a function of sector length.arked sector (for clarity, the same image is shown in black
nd white in Fig. 7B, with anthocyanin-pigmented bulli-
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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655Epidermal Patterning in Maizeform cells false colored in blue). The remaining sectors (12
of 20) violated the predictions outlined above, as illustrated
by the example shown in Fig. 7C. Here, the left boundary of
a sector coincides with the edge of a bulliform strip at the
position marked by arrow 1; at positions marked by arrows
3 and 4, the sector bisects the bulliform strip (for clarity, the
same image is shown in black and white in Fig. 7D with
anthocyanin-pigmented bulliform cells false colored in
blue). Note that this sector also encompasses several files of
ordinary epidermal cells to the right of the bulliform strip.
In sectors such as this, representative of the majority of
sectors we analyzed, some bulliform cells within a single
strip are more closely related to nonbulliform cells nearby
than they are to other bulliform cells within the same strip.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we investigated the significance of lineage
relationships among cells within the developing maize leaf
epidermis for patterns of cellular differentiation, particu-
larly the patterning of stomata. Considerable attention has
been paid to the question of how patterns of epidermal
differentiation are established, but the majority of studies
addressing this problem have focused on dicots, in which
both stomata and hairs develop in a semiordered arrange-
ment characterized by the preservation of a minimum
distance between specialized cell types (Larkin et al., 1997).
In contrast, the maize leaf presents a particularly striking
example of the tendency among monocot leaves to form
stomata and other specialized epidermal cell types in linear
patterns. Unlike dicots, stomatal pattern in monocots such
as maize reflects the linear pattern in which stomatal
initials themselves are formed (Sylvester et al., 1996). We
ested the possibility that linear groups of cells that produce
tomatal initials in the maize leaf are descended from a
ommon ancestor. This could occur if individual epidermal
ells become determined as stomatal progenitors before
tomata begin to form and subsequently undergo a variable
umber of exclusively transverse divisions to produce a
inear group of cells that are each programmed to form a
tomatal initial. Alternatively, as proposed by Charlton
1990), this could occur if synchronized files of cells derived
rom a common precursor tend to produce stomatal initials
n an all-or-none fashion depending on their cell cycle stage
pon entry into a discrete, stoma-forming zone of the
eveloping leaf.
FIG. 7. Anthocyanin-marked sectors overlapping with bulliform
sector that encompasses a bulliform strip (black arrowheads indica
(A), but shown in black and white with anthocyanin-pigmented bu
predictions of a clonal origin hypothesis for bulliform strips. At the
with the edge of a bulliform strip, and the sector also encompasses
the position marked by arrow 2, only three bulliform files are contai
bisects the bulliform strip, overlapping with only two of four bulliform
Same image as in (C), but shown in black and white with anthocyanin
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightClones of epidermal cells marked by excision of dSpm
rom gl15-m1 in juvenile leaves, or by excision of Ds from
z2-m in adult leaves, were examined to determine how
ell they conformed to predictions arising from a clonal
rigin hypothesis for linear chains of stomata. The first
rediction tested was that single-cell-wide clones of epider-
al cells containing stomata should have a distribution of
engths similar to those of stomatal chains. Contrary to this
rediction, single-cell-wide clones in both juvenile and
dult leaves are always shorter than the average stomatal
hain length, and clones as long as average stomatal chains
re always more than one cell wide. Further predictions
nvestigating more directly the lineage relationships be-
ween stomata within a single chain were also tested. We
ound that the great majority of clones in both adult and
uvenile leaves failed to fulfill all predictions of a clonal
rigin hypothesis and showed that stomata within a single
hain are not necessarily more closely related to each other
han they are to nearby, nonstomatal cells or stomata
elonging to other chains. In addition, clones containing
ulliform cells within the adaxial epidermis of the adult
eaf were also investigated to test the possibility that cells
ithin these three- to four-cell-wide strips are clonally
elated. Here also, we found no evidence for recent common
ncestry among bulliform cells in a single strip.
Clonal analysis has been employed in several previous
tudies to infer patterns of cell division within the devel-
ping maize leaf and the lineage relationships between cells
f the leaf and other organs (e.g., Stein and Steffenson, 1959;
cDaniel and Poethig, 1988; Cerioli et al., 1994; Poethig
nd Szymkowiak, 1995). Langdale et al. (1989) used clonal
nalysis to examine how cell division patterns relate to the
ifferentiation of veins in the maize leaf. Examination of
lonal sectors in the internal tissue layers showed that
lthough veins do not often cross sector boundaries, a single
ein can form from mixed cell lineages in both its length
nd its width dimensions. In agreement with these findings,
istological examination of vein development in maize has
emonstrated that all cells at any one point along the length
f a vein typically belong to a single lineage (Nelson and
engler, 1992), but unusual examples of veins forming from
ixed-cell lineages have also been observed (Bosabalidis et
l., 1994). These results, together with ours and many
thers, show that despite the predictable relationships
etween patterns of cell division and differentiation that are
ften observed, the fates of plant cells depend more on their
in the adaxial epidermis of the adult leaf blade. (A) Example of a
e left and right edges of the bulliform strip). (B) Same image as in
m cells false colored in blue. (C) Example of a sector violating the
ition marked by arrow 1, the left boundary of this sector coincides
adjacent, nonbulliform files to the right of the bulliform strip. At
ithin the sector. At positions marked by arrows 3 and 4, the sectorstrips
te th
llifor
pos
four
ned w
files, and also encompasses five adjacent, nonbulliform files. (D)
-pigmented bulliform cells false colored in blue.
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657Epidermal Patterning in Maizepositions within the tissue than on their ancestry (reviewed
by Poethig, 1989; Dawe and Freeling, 1991; Irish, 1991;
Smith, 1996).
Previous studies directly addressing the significance of
lineage in epidermal cell fate specification have dealt
mainly with dicot leaves. Using sequential replica tech-
niques, it has been clearly shown that in pea leaves, the
asymmetric divisions producing stomatal initials are fol-
lowed by additional divisions that establish the final sto-
matal pattern (Sachs, 1978; Kagan et al., 1992). Clonal
nalysis of leaf epidermal differentiation in Arabidopsis
ecently confirmed these conclusions, showing that sto-
ata share recent common ancestry with adjacent, nonsto-
atal cells (Larkin et al., 1996). This is a clear exception to
he general rule that plant cell fates are not dependent on
heir lineages and implies that intracellular determinants
nherited by daughters of the asymmetric divisions produc-
ng stomatal initials are important for specification of guard
ell fates. Interestingly, the clonal analysis study of Larkin
t al. (1996) also showed that trichome patterning cannot be
xplained by a lineage-based mechanism. Unlike stomata,
onspecialized epidermal cells surrounding each trichome
re not necessarily its closest relatives. Like other leaf cell
ypes, the specification of trichome cell fate apparently
epends on information coming from outside the cell (e.g.,
urrounding cells or extracellular matrix).
Our findings that lineage relationships cannot account
or stomatal patterning in maize leaves raise the question of
hat other mechanisms could produce such patterns. The
roblem of how a linear group of epidermal cells becomes
pecified to produce stomatal initials is conceptually simi-
ar to the question of how certain files of epidermal cells in
he Arabidopsis root are specified to form root hairs. As we
ave shown for stomatal chains in the maize leaf, hair cells
ithin a single file in the Arabidopsis root epidermis are
not necessarily more closely related to each other than they
are to nonhair cells nearby (Berger et al., 1998a). Epidermal
hairs are always located directly over anticlinal cell walls in
the underlying cortical layer of the root while nonhair cells
are not (Dolan et al., 1993). A recent study has provided
evidence that root hair fate is specified by a spatially
localized signal associated with the underlying cortical
anticlinal cell wall (Berger et al., 1998a). While the molecu-
lar identity of this signal remains unknown, it apparently
causes epidermal cells to become more sensitive to ethyl-
ene, which induces hair formation in the specified cells
(Dolan, 1996; Schiefelbein et al., 1997). The idea that linear
patterning of stomata could be achieved by a similar mecha-
nism is supported by recent observations on stomatal
differentiation in the Arabidopsis hypocotyl, in which
stomata also form in linear chains. As for root hairs,
stomata in the hypocotyl differentiate in files directly
overlying cortical anticlinal cell walls, and stomatal pattern
in the hypocotyl is altered by mutations that also disrupt
the normal patterning of root hairs (Berger et al., 1998b).By analogy, leaf epidermal cells in maize may be specified
to form stomatal initials as a function of their positions
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightrelative to spatially localized signals originating in subepi-
dermal cell layers. An interesting correlation between epi-
dermal and internal cell patterns that has been recognized
in leaves of several species is the absence of stomata over
veins (Sylvester et al., 1996). Since vascular pattern is well
established by the time stomata are initiated, this correla-
tion suggests that veins inhibit stomatal initiation in over-
lying epidermal cells. Veins are very closely spaced in C4
grasses such as maize and appear to impose a major con-
straint on stomatal arrangement within the epidermis.
Indeed, a mechanism that simply promotes the formation
of stomatal initials in epidermal files farthest from veins
would closely approximate the actual stomatal pattern in
the maize leaf blade (see Figs. 1A and 2A to 2F). However, in
other monocot species exhibiting linear chains of stomata
such as Tradescantia, vascular pattern is not sufficient to
account for stomatal patterning (Croxdale et al., 1992), so
other influences must be involved. It would be interesting
to look more closely for possible relationships between the
positions of stomatal initials at the time of their formation
and cellular patterns other than veins in internal tissue
layers.
Rather than responding exclusively to signals originating
in internal tissue layers, leaf epidermal cells in maize may
become patterned at least somewhat independently. A
mechanism that has been proposed for other monocots
involves “homogeneic induction,” whereby epidermal cells
that become specified to form stomatal initials induce their
apical and basal neighbors to do the same (Charlton, 1988).
Another possible mechanism is the formation of stomatal
initials in response to local peaks in auxin concentration
resulting from polar transport of auxin along linear path-
ways in the epidermis, analogous to the manner in which
canalization of auxin transport along linear paths in inter-
nal tissue layers has been proposed to initiate vascular
differentiation (Sachs, 1991). Recent identification of genes
encoding putative auxin efflux and influx carriers along
with mutations disrupting these genes (Estelle, 1998) could
provide valuable tools for investigating a possible role for polar
auxin transport in patterning of epidermal differentiation.
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